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CLIENT RELEASE 
NOTES 

12.4 
 
 
 

 

Enhancement 
We have unlocked the ability to set a Points Quantity on discounts that are ticked for Apply Discount to Entire Bill.  This is 

so that points can be entered into the Points Qty field in the discount setup, and those points will then be taken off the 
client automatically when the discount is applied to the bill. 

 
 

Bug fix 
An issue was found when merging client together where it was possible to merge one client into another and then 

immediately merge the other way around causing one record to be lost - this has been fixed. 

 

Bug fix 
We have added a tick box into Setup Config Clients to allow the user to disable the client duplication suggestions popup that 

appears when confirming a client record. 
 

Enhancement 
 
 

 

We have reinstated the ability to double-click a bill in the client record purchase history grid in order to reprint their bill on the 
receipt printer. 

 

HIGHLIGHTS 
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Enhancement 
If a day of that week had its opening times overridden (day override function) to be times that are outside of the usual opening and 

closing, this could cause the team member weekly view to not show their booking slots.  This has been changed to show the 
entire day, taking into account any overridden times. 

 

Enhancement 
The client record account balance report is now shown in date order. 

 

Enhancement 
The SMS Centre now has an option to send a reminder Skin Test SMS message, warning them that they will need to contact the 

salon to arrange a skin test before their appointment.  The booking itself will also be stamped with a label showing when the skin 
test SMS had been sent by the system. 

 

Enhancement 
The reminder Skin Test SMS message will only message those clients who have bookings at least 2 days from now, as messaging 

them for bookings tomorrow would be too soon to gain a reliable skin test result. 
 

Bug fix 
When using iSalon Advanced Points Scheme 1 and typing in the min qualifying points as 50000+ and then saving, it would cause 

an error - this has been fixed. 
 

Bug fix 
With 'Verify takings at end of day' ticked in the setup, if you did a Cash-up X-reading but then went back to the cash-up to close it 

off (X-read) it would incorrectly ask you to enter a reason for changing the day end. This has been fixed. 
 

Enhancement 
When nominating and activating a machine to be the sender of text messages, when you enabled the syncing the SMS Settings, 

this could send the queued messages out. Now, an appropriate warning asks the user if they wish to delete the queue before 
activating. 

 

Bug fix 
When the installer runs for iSalon upgrades, it runs as the Administrator user which can cause an issue with currency settings. 

This has been fixed. 
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Enhancement 
i-Salon has been changed to iSalon within the Setup Configuration screen pages, and i-Bookings to iBookings. 

 

Enhancement 
We have prevented department, category, supplier and supplier lines from being saved while their names are blank. 

 

Enhancement 
iSalon will automatically change the client skin test date to today if you buy a service that requires a skin test, and the 

setup>configuration>clients 'Automatically update skin test after having service' tick box is ticked. 
 

Bug fix 
When using a tracked voucher to pay off a bill, there was an issue on the voucher payment grid where it would not display the 

pence but round up to the pound.  This has been fixed. 
 

Bug fix 
Previously it was not possible to delete open purchase orders if only one remained. This has now been fixed. 

 

Enhancement 
We now show an additional warning when a product is set to go down to +1 above the minimum level during a bill, to give an early 
warning.  This will know when the product already has an on-order value and will use that along with the current qty when deciding 

whether to show the warning. 
 

Enhancement 
We have unlocked the ability to apply a discount to bookings where the discount has its Apply to Entire Bill function enabled. 

 

Enhancement 
The Pay-By-Link function can be disabled or re-enabled from within the Setup Configuration pages. 
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Bug fix 
The client record card points report was not showing any data - this has been fixed. 

 

Bug fix 
Creating a redo appointment without having a redo discount set up would cause an error when opening a redo booking. This has 

been fixed. 
 

Enhancement 
If today has its opening times set to be closed all day, and while viewing the diary tomorrow you tried to use the top-left date 

selector to try and view today, nothing would happen as the day is closed. Now, the date picker calendar will appear so that you 
can choose a date to view. 

 

Enhancement 
When booking, the bookings builder View Appointment Book button will now allow you to click a different timeslot, and this will 

update the times when returning to the builder. 
 

Enhancement 
When using the Re-order button to make an Auto order, this PO would appear at the bottom of the list. We have changed this to 

now show at the top of the Open orders, and in date order. 
 

Bug fix 
When you had created a bookout in the Rooms diary page, and you typed in a memo for the bookout, this was not appearing as a 

popup tooltip when you hovered your mouse over the bookout.  This has been fixed. 
 

Bug fix 
Taking a deposit during the booking journey and using PayByLink to pay the deposit bill, but then not paying off the link within the 
allotted 30 minutes, would cause the link to expire but the booking prepayment would still show on the client record card. This has 

been fixed. 
 

Enhancement 
If you had opened iSalon, but did not view any appointment diary, and you ran a bill through the till choosing the Rebook Services 
button, iSalon would have shown an error warning.  This has been fixed - in this case iSalon will take you to the first appointment 

diary with booking(s) placed to the clipboard. 
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Enhancement 
We have added some training videos to iSalon, which can be view through pressing the Menu icon at the top of iSalon. 

 

Enhancement 
It is possible to add any logo, of type bmp or jpg, to the bottom of receipts - including a QR code.  This can be set up in the Menu 

Setup Configuration Receipt page within iSalon. 
 

Bug fix 
If you had bookings in the past, when you ran a bill through for that client the Next Appointments at the bottom of the receipt 

would include past appointments (as they had not been completed).  This has been fixed. 
 

Bug fix 
When making a bookout in the Room diary page, on occasion this wasn't providing a warning if there was a clash with an existing 

room bookout. This has been fixed. 
 

Enhancement 
The rebooking’s report has been changed to include extra percentage figures. Also, the report now shows clients that have a 

booking in the future, regardless of whether they rebooked it on the same day as their previous bill. 
 

Enhancement 
We have added a new report 'Expiring Courses' which shows the courses due to expire between the dates the user has chosen. 

 

Enhancement 
When editing a client record to make changes, and then confirming the record, if you were to immediately merge to a suggested 
duplicate client then the changes you had made would not carry across.  A warning has now been added to the client duplication 

popup to tell the user they would need to re-enter the changes after the merge. 
 

Bug fix 
You could book packages with services that are not in the team member skill set and it would not warn you - this has been fixed. 
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Enhancement 
In rare circumstances the 'hide booked out team members' functionality would not hide them from the book. 

 

Bug fix 
It was found that iSalon could freeze when using Worldpay and the receipt options are set to 'pause receipt printing to allow 

receipts to print'.  This has been fixed. 
 

Enhancement 
Automatic purchase order’s function would use orders that were open or part-shipped but were archived.  We have changed this 

to only allow completed purchase orders to be archived. 
 

Enhancement 
iSalon sets the Last Visit date against a client whenever a bill is processed, but this has been altered to set a Last Visit date only 

when a service bill has been processed, to keep in line with Command Centre. 
 

Bug fix 
There was an issue when refunding a bill that would take points earned back off the client. This could force the points into a 

negative point figure within Command Centre, and yet show as zero in the iSalon record.  This has been fixed to never show below 
0. 
 

Enhancement 
When a PaymentSense bill is processed where they would not supply an auth code, we were printing REFUND on receipts - we 

have changed this to instead say No Auth Code when refunds are processed. 
 

Bug fix 
There was a rare scenario where, when printing future appointments on receipts, it would miss one future appointment from the 

several printed - this has been fixed. 
 

Enhancement 
The Set Min & Max Levels page, in the Menu Setup, will stay on the page rather than exiting each time you make a change. 
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Enhancement 
Opening and closing float amounts are now shown on the cash-up screens. On cash-up screen 2, the user can adjust the closing float 
amount.  The closing float amount will show as the opening float on the next cash-up. The opening and closing float amounts are also 

shown on the cash-up report. 
 

 
  


